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The cabin is immaculate. It is very luxurious. The bed is the main problem. The master bathroom is very
accessible with a roll-in shower made from lava rock. Finally take note that the ever-so appealing outdoor hot
tub is down to short flights of steps and completely inaccessible. The cabin is a great family cabin but read on
for more details about all access. So when I found Hidden Meadow Ranch had an accessible room, it became a
priority to visit. Having enjoyed two great nights, I can say that this is not your everyday average cabin or
dude ranch. The best way to describe it is to imagine if John Wayne and Donald Trump were to collaborate on
a resort. On arrival, we were escorted to the cabin by a cowboy atop a horse, wearing a well-worn cowboy hat,
full-length duster and spurs. He helped with the luggage and explained how the cabin functioned. Cowboy
bellhops certainly gets you into the mood and swing of things. The ranch is over acres and has 2 trout ponds,
numerous riding stalls, an arena and barn. Best of all, the accessible cabin is really accessible and really nice.
From the moment you arrive it is apparent that this very secluded ranch has been designed by people who
understand luxurious accommodations. Perhaps even more telling is in the way management and staff conduct
themselves. Everyone is constantly catering to your enjoyment and yet still maintaining a ranch-style casual
atmosphere. Two families owned the ranch up until recently when the current owners, who have hospitality
backgrounds acquired the property and began the dramatic transition to what the ranch is today. We enjoyed a
sunny lunch on the balcony with a family who had flown from London to Phoenix, and then driven direct the
4-hours to the ranch. Part of their 3-stops, the couple wanted their daughter to experience a real western ranch.
No English saddles here for sure. Paths lead you from your cabin to the common areas. On this trip I brought a
power chair and thankfully was able to go everywhere. An agile para could get about, but a scooter or power
chair is going to make getting about the ranch much more enjoyable. Strawberry Fields Cabin â€” The ranch
offers the Strawberry Fields cabin to us needing accessible accommodations. The 2-bedroom log cabin is very
quaint and very well furnished. The unit has a small refrigerator and microwave along with complimentary
coffee, tea and soft drinks. The ranch does accept pets however the Strawberry Fields Cabin is not one of their
listed pet-friendly cabins which feature dog runs. So check ahead if you are wanting to bring Fido. The main
floor has a queen-size bedroom to accommodate wheelchairs. The doorways are sufficiently wide and the bed,
which has a soft cozy pillow-top mattress and down comforter can be accessed on one side. Stairs lead you to
the 2nd floor bedroom which includes a sitting area and desk for additional guests. The ground-floor bathroom
is truly a beautiful. The doorway is plenty wide and the toilet is accessible. It like being in a little grotto. The
Food â€” Accommodations are all inclusive, meaning your meals are included and I must say that it was the
three gourmet meals we enjoyed each day at the Ranch House that we shall remember the most. The Ranch
House itself is impressive. Inside, the room offers dining for perhaps 50 with a sitting area around the large
stone fire place. We spent a few hours enjoying their collection of photography books. As we relaxed and
explored, it didnt take long for us to start pondering and discussing what we were going to order for the next
meal. The menu consists of steaks, filet mignon, chicken and fish along with a wilder selection of elk, duck,
buffalo and quail. The vegetables were cooked superbly. Each morning we enjoyed fresh fruit and juices along
with made to order omelets. As testament to the superb vittles we were enjoying, numerous times we sat next
to local folk who had made the trek back into the ranch just to enjoy the food. No question, Its worth the drive.
Activities â€” The ranch offers guests of any ability horseback lessons, group rides and use of their horses.
Anyone needing adaptive riding equipment or lessons should contact management prior to arrival. As well,
guests can enjoy use of mountain bikes, canoes and fishing tackle. Karla set out for a sunny morning jog one
day after we had been taking photos at the second trout pond. The ranch is great for kids. Each day an activity
newsletter is delivered to your door which includes all the organized events for kids. Archery, fishing lessons,
leather crafting, are offered. Perhaps the best experience for kids is to just see how a ranch operates. All of the
employees were showing the kids how the animals are cared for, and what goes on at a ranch. Whether you are
grandparents wanting to show the grandkids how life use to be, or a family looking to escape the typical resort
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vacation, or a couple looking for a romantic getaway, Hidden Meadow Ranch offers enough accessibility to
assure you can relax and enjoy such a scenic part of Arizona and yet still enjoy upscale accommodations,
service and dining.
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The chronical of our motor home Journey across America. The spot is a working cattle and horse ranch
located far, far off the beaten path. The dirt road leading to the ranch is so wash-boarded that it took us over an
hour to drive to the ranch. Was it going to be worth it? Turns out that the drive was well worth the effort. Here
we found quiet solitude, desert beauty and diverse wildlife. There are no trains rumbling in the night or trucks
engaging jake-brakes as they exit the highway. Just the occasional howl of a coyote or the whistle of the wind.
The ranch is a star-gazers dream. The skies are forever, and not interrupted by city lights. Being a working
ranch, we saw cattle being sorted, counted and tagged. Molly was introduced to horses, cows, calves, bulls and
ponies. We fed carrots to the horses and generally felt as if we were at a dude ranch. Imagine one of those
machines you see in the gym on which old ladies stand, strap a belt around their rear-ends and hit the switch.
In any event, the motion of our coach creeping down the road reminded me of those exercise belt machines.
Comical signs like this one lured us down the long dirt road. The scenery from the road leading to the ranch
was beautiful and dramatic. But it was a long, slow seven mile drive in our motorhome. Even though the road
looks smooth in this photo, it was actually all wash-boarded and very bumpy-jerky! Things are looking up.
The end is in sight. We consider this land a treasure and want to maintain it for your enjoyment as well as the
future enjoyment of others. The air is clean, the sky is blue by day and pitch black at night except for millions
of stars that shine brilliantly in the darkness. In the late afternoon, the sun casts shadows on the surrounding
mountains and the atmosphere seems almost reverent. The folks who live here like it just the way it is. Shanon
Nunn, the rancher who owns the 7,00 acre property and the RV park. He stopped by to personally welcome us
and offer any assistance we might need. He and his family operate this low tech ranch as it was done in the old
days in the Wild West. The whole extended Nunn family work the ranch. They say a big part of their decision
was based upon how much they like and respect this family. No formal landscaping here, but the desert has its
own special beauty. Roadrunners, rabbits, mule deer, bobcats and rattlesnakes are commonly seen in the area.
Off roading with the Jeep, the town of Deming and the Village of Hatch, which is the chili capital of the
world! We may even take a day trip to Mexico or drive to Las Cruces. So come back and see us soon.
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Find Adventure at Hidden Haven Ranch: Learning about Prayer As a Family by Erickson at over 30 bookstores. Buy,
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Hidden Haven is absolutely amazing! I came from a bad boarding situation and Hidden Haven was there for me. I've
never been worried about the care my horses receive, Desiree is wonderful and looks after my four legged babies as if
they were her own.
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